
WRITE A PROGRAM TO FIND THE FACTORIAL OF A NUMBER IN

PROLOG

predicates start find_factorial(real,real) goal clearwindow, start. clauses start: write(\"Enter non negative number = \"),
readreal(Num), Result = 

That is, 'factorial 3,6 ' is a consequence of the Prolog program, because there is a clause tree rooted at 'factorial
3,6 ' all of whose leaves are true. The clause trees are "static" and can be drawn for a program and goal
regardless of the particular procedural goal-satisfaction mechanism. Tag confusing pages with doc-needs-help
Tags are associated to your profile if you are logged in Tags:. The first clause is a unit clause, having no body.
The body consists of literals separated by commas ',' each of which can be read as "and". Derivation trees are
discussed in Section 3. Instead, the primary benefit of CLP FD constraints is that they allow you to try
different execution orders and apply declarative debugging techniques at all! Exercise 2. The second is a rule,
because it does have a body. The head of a clause is the whole clause if the clause is a unit clause, otherwise
the head of a clause is the part appearing to the left of the colon in ':-'. We will need to distinguish between the
program clause trees and so-called Prolog derivation trees. For example, the two programs do not even have
the same termination properties in all cases. In this concrete case, termination properties of the predicate are
improved. This version is properly tail recursive. Reordering goals and clauses can significantly impact the
performance of Prolog programs, and you are free to try different variants if you use declarative approaches.
The following sample shows how a typical Prolog tracer is turned on and off. Derivation trees, on the other
hand, take into account the variable-binding mechanism of Prolog and the order that subgoals are considered.
In the case above, the clauses are mutually exclusive if the first argument is sufficiently instantiated. For
example, the following queries now both terminate:? This program uses CLP FD constraints instead of
low-level arithmetic throughout, and everything that would have worked with low-level arithmetic also works
with CLP FD constraints, retaining roughly the same performance.


